REPORTS
regions defined in Fig. 4A. The ability to convert
the original n-type sample to p-type by surface
doping (Fig. 4B, region III) is critical for applications requiring both types of carriers or p-n
junctions. On the other hand, full-range bulk doping (Fig. 4, C to F) has advantages over surface
doping in bulk applications.
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Entanglement of the properties of two separated particles constitutes a fundamental signature of
quantum mechanics and is a key resource for quantum information science. We demonstrate strong
Einstein, Podolsky, and Rosen correlations between the angular position and orbital angular momentum
of two photons created by the nonlinear optical process of spontaneous parametric down-conversion.
The discrete nature of orbital angular momentum and the continuous but periodic nature of angular
position give rise to a special sort of entanglement between these two variables. The resulting
correlations are found to be an order of magnitude stronger than those allowed by the uncertainty
principle for independent (nonentangled) particles. Our results suggest that angular position and
orbital angular momentum may find important applications in quantum information science.
n 1935, Einstein, Podolsky, and Rosen (EPR)
proposed a Gedanken experiment that was
intended to show that quantum mechanics is
incomplete (1). Their proposal supposes the existence of two spatially separated particles that are
perfectly correlated in both position and momen-
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tum. Measurement of the position (or alternatively
the momentum) of one particle would then determine instantaneously the position (or momentum) of the second particle. The ability to infer
either the position or the momentum of the second particle from a distant measurement on the
first seems to imply that both of these quantities
must have been predetermined. However, quantum theory (and specifically the uncertainty principle) does not allow the simultaneous, exact
knowledge of two noncommuting observables,
such as position and momentum, as seems to be
required for the second particle. A demonstration
of EPR correlations establishes either that quan-
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tum mechanics is incomplete, in that systems
possess additional hidden variables, or that quantum mechanics is nonlocal, in that measurement
of the position or momentum of either particle
results in an instantaneous uncertainty of the momentum or position, respectively, of both (2).
In 1964, Bell deduced an inequality that distinguishes the predictions of quantum theory from
those of any local hidden variable theory (3, 4).
Since that time, many experiments have been
performed that have decided strongly in favor of
quantum theory (5, 6). These Bell-type tests apply
only to discrete state-spaces, originally of two
dimensions or, more recently, to three or higher
dimensions (7–9). In contrast, EPR correlations
provide a demonstration of entanglement both for
discrete and continuous variables, such as energy
and time (10), position and linear momentum
(11), spatial modes (12, 13), and images (14).
In addition to linear momentum, light may
also carry angular momentum. The spin angular
momentum is manifest as the polarization of
light and is described completely within a twodimensional Hilbert space. However, light beams
can also carry a measurable orbital angular momentum that results from their helical phase
structure. This phase structure can be described by
expði ‘ fÞ(15, 16), where f is the azimuthal angle
and ‘ can take any integer value, corresponding to
an orbital angular momentum in the direction of
propagation of Lz ¼ ‘ℏ per photon, where ħ is
Planck’s constant h divided by 2p. For restricted
subspaces of two or three dimensions, the orbital
angular momentum variable has previously been
shown to be an entangled property of downconverted photon pairs (17, 18) and to violate a
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surface states (18). This optimally doped sample
thus fully realizes the insulating massive Dirac fermion state and provides a model system for studying striking topological phenomena (5, 20–22).
To maintain this insulating massive Dirac fermion state at higher temperatures requires a further increase of the Dirac gap (while keeping EF
inside it). However, because of the hole-doping
effect of Mn dopants, one cannot simply increase
the Mn concentration in (Bi1–dMnd)2Se3 to acquire
a larger Dirac gap, as the system will become
p-type before the gap magnitude increases appreciably (19). However, we found that it was possible to introduce many Fe dopants into Bi2Se3 to
increase the gap size without substantially altering the EF position relative to the undoped
Bi2Se3; if we can then move EF into the gap by
introducing additional p-type dopants, we can
achieve a larger gap while preserving the insulating nature of the state.
Figure 4 demonstrates the full range of EF
tuning by introducing such p-type doping, with
three doping regions and the topological transport point (where EF coincides with the Dirac
point) shown in Fig. 4A. By either surface doping [Fig. 4B and (19)] or bulk doping (Fig. 4, C
to F), we were able to tune the EF to any of the
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Fðx; yÞ ¼ j2pLxjmod2p 
sinc

−ðarctanðx=yÞ − fÞ2
p 1 − exp
q2

2

where the sinc term effectively sets the depth of
the blazing to produce the desired intensity mask
(27). The angle (arctan(x/y) – f) is taken to be
equal to the offset from the center of the aperture
of width q (we circumvented the numerical
ambiguity in the vicinity of the angular origin).
Although the Gaussian profile does correspond
strictly to the minimum uncertainty state (29), the
precise profile and minimum width of the sector
apertures are not central to our argument nor to
the results.
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the experiment. The nonlinear BBO crystal is imaged onto two SLMs, one in
the signal arm and one in the idler arm. The SLMs are then imaged onto single-mode fibers,
coupling the light to SPAD detectors (single-photon avalanche photo-diodes) from which the
signals are routed to coincidence-counting electronics. The SLMs can be used to measure either the
angular correlations or the orbital angular momentum (OAM) correlations of the entangled fields.
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ture gives an inherently more precise measurement
of angular position but with a commensurately
lower signal. The SLM is programmed with a
spatial phase variation F(x, y) given by

Counts per sec

Bell-type inequality (19, 20). However, these present measurements are different in that they are
performed in conjunction with the measurement
of angular position, the variable conjugate to
angular momentum, and hence demonstrate the
existence of EPR correlations.
The probability distributions for linear momentum and position are simply Fourier transforms of each other, and the relationship between
the standard deviations of their distributions is
expressed in the familiar Heisenberg uncertainty
relation DxDp ≥ ℏ/2. In contrast, angle is 2p periodic, and so the Fourier relation between angular position and angular momentum has a different
form (21, 22). The periodic, and therefore bounded,
angular variable is expressed as a discrete and unbounded Fourier series of angular momenta. Indeed, it is this angular periodicity that gives the
quantized—that is, discrete—nature of angular
momentum.
We established experimentally that entanglement, as manifest by EPR correlations, exists for
angular variables (23). Our apparatus is based on
parametric down-conversion, in which a quasicontinuous-wave, mode-locked ultraviolet pump
beam at 355 nm is incident on a 3-mm length of
nonlinear crystal [b-barium borate (BBO)] (Fig. 1)
(24).
Key to our approach is that just as the spatial
light modulator (SLM) can be programmed to
transform the fundamental near-Gaussian mode
emitted from a fiber into any complex spatial
mode of choice, if operated in reverse the same
hologram can efficiently couple the same complicated mode distribution back into a fiber. In
this configuration, the SLM acts as a mode filter,
allowing the transverse spatial state of the downconverted photons to be inferred. Although SLMs
have previously been used to measure the orbital
angular momentum of down-converted photons
(25, 26), we used a spatial variation in the blazing
function (27) to also measure the angular position
of the down-converted photons. The advantage
of SLMs over static holographic components, or
other phase filters, is that they can be electronically programmed to switch among different arbitrary measurement states.
To measure the orbital angular momentum
state ‘ of the detected photon, we used the typical
forked diffraction grating that has been widely
implemented for beam generation (28) and
single-photon measurement (17, 25). The SLM
is programmed with a spatial phase variation
F(x, y), centered at x = 0, y = 0, given by
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where L is the period of the linear grating, to
separate the first-order diffracted beam. Changing
the order ‘ of the fork dislocation in the center of
the hologram allows sequential measurement of an
arbitrarily wide range of orbital angular momentum states. Alternatively, to measure the angular
position we defined a Gaussian-profile, angularsector transmission aperture that can be varied both
in its width q and orientation f. A narrower aper-
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Fig. 2. Experimental results. (A) The coincidence count rate as a function of the measured orbital angular
momentum in the signal and idler arms (corresponding to ≈20 hours of data collection). (B) The
coincidence count rate as a function of the orientation of the sector apertures in the signal and idler arms
(corresponding to ≈200 hours of data). (C) Conditional probability distribution of the orbital angular
momentum of the idler photon for the case ℓs = 0, corresponding to the row highlighted in red in (A). (D)
Similarly, the conditional probability of the angular position fi is shown for fs = 0.
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When either the signal or idler beam is
viewed independently, the lack of constraint on
its phase structure implies that a spatially coherent pump beam creates spatially incoherent downconverted light (30), with a speckle size dictated
by the phase-matching bandwidth of the crystal.
The size of this speckle with respect to the pump
beam sets the modal spatial bandwidth of the
incoherent output. For a plane-wave or Gaussian
pump beam, conservation of orbital angular
momentum between the signal and idler photons
results in a high coincidence count rate whenever
‘s þ ‘i ¼ 0. However, the strength is modulated
by the envelope of the generated modal
bandwidth (31) and further modified by the relative detection efficiency of the different states.
Similarly, for measurements made in an image
plane of the crystal the coincidence count rate for
angular measurements is highest whenever fs –
fi = 0.
In practice, perfect correlations in both orbital
angular momentum and angular position of the
down-converted pairs are unobtainable. In order
to demonstrate EPR correlations, we used the
more experimentally useful criterion that is based
on measuring the conditional probability of
finding a particular outcome in one system given
a measurement in the other (32). Angular momentum is discrete, and angular position is periodic. However, for narrow apertures the Fourier
relationship between their variances is the same
as for the unbounded continuous case (22), and
we can write the EPR-Reid criterion as a violation of the inequality
ðDinf ‘s Þ2 ðDinf fs Þ2 ≥ 1=4

ð3Þ

The measured angular momentum and angle
correlations are shown in Fig. 2, A and B. In both
cases, the actual value of the angular momentum or position in the signal and idler beams is
not important; rather, it is the difference between measurements in the signal and idler
beams that determines the widths of the probability distributions. Also, the precise form of
the angular aperture is not important; rather, it
is the width of the measured correlation made
with respect to the central position of the two
apertures.
For the orbital angular momentum states, we
measured all combinations of ‘s from –7 to +7
and ‘i from ‘s − 7 to ‘s þ 7, corresponding to
the approximate spiral bandwidth of our system.
For the angular states, we used an angular aperture width of q = p/15 and measured all combinations of fs and fi in 60 equally spaced angular
bins. The measured correlations shown in Fig. 2,
A and B, are maximal whenever ‘s þ ‘i ¼ 0 or
fs – fi = 0, respectively. Shown in Fig. 2, C and
D, are single sections through this data, illustrating the strength of the angular momentum and
angle correlations.
As with all experimental data, small amounts
of random noise can adversely affect the statistical estimate of the variance of a distribution.

664

We minimized this noise by running the experiment at a low flux (≈20,000 photon pairs s−1),
which minimizes the number of accidental coincidence counts arising from classical correlations.
Without any background subtraction, we obtained ðDinf ‘s Þ2 ¼ 0.348 T 0.022 and ðDinf fs Þ2 ¼
0.456 T 0.012, giving a variance product of
0.159 T 0.011, which is approximately half of
the lower bound of 0.25 required by the EPR
argument.
We can also calculate the strength of the
correlations when we subtract our best estimate
of the background counts. For each measured number of coincidence counts N, we inferred the
number of true coincidences C and accidental coincidences B so that B + C = N. Using the expected
number of accidentals, calculated from SsSiDt, the
probability of a count being an accidental coincidence is taken to be r = Min[1,SsSiDt/N], so that the
maximum probability is unity. The expectation
value of B is then 〈B〉 = Nr. This enables a subtraction of accidental counts but ensures that we
obtain nonnegative values for the calculation of
probability or entropy.
Subtracting this calculated background to remove
accidental coincidences, we obtained ðDinf ‘s Þ2 ¼
0:171 T 0:018 and ðDinf fs Þ2 ¼ 0.140 T 0.007,
giving a variance product of 0.024 T 0.004, approximately one tenth of the lower bound required by the EPR argument, hence showing a
strong demonstration of the effect.
We also adopted an alternative EPR criterion
that is based on entropy rather than variance (33–37).
This approach has a number of advantages. First,
the entropic uncertainty relation does not require
the calculation of a variance, and the calculation
of entropy does not require us to deal with the
complications associated with the cyclic nature of
the angular variable (38, 39). Secondly, the inequality is state-independent (35, 36), which makes it
possible to make a quantitative comparison of our
EPR experiment with those reported for different
physical systems. Finally, the entropic approach
relates the strength of the correlations to the quantum information content of the system (37). The
entropic uncertainty relation for angular position
and angular momentum is (35, 36)
Hð‘Þ þ HðfÞ ≥ log2 ð2pÞ

ð4Þ

where Hð‘Þ ¼ −∑ Pð‘Þlog2 Pð‘Þ and HðfÞ ¼
p

ℓ

− ∫ dfPðfÞlog2 PðfÞ are the Shannon entropies
−p

for the discrete angular momentum variable ‘ and
the continuous angle variable f, respectively. We
measured the angle in discrete segments, with N
segments filling the 2p interval. Direct comparison
with our data, therefore, requires us to write our
angle entropy in terms of the measured probm
abilities for these discrete segments f as (36)
 
N
m
Þlog
Pðf
Þ
−
log
HðfÞ ¼ −∑ Pðfm
2
2
s
2p
m
ð5Þ
A demonstration of EPR correlations corresponds
to a violation of the entropic uncertainty relation
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for the inferred values, which is a violation of
the inequality
Hinf ð‘s Þ þ Hinf ðfs Þ ¼
− ∑ Pð‘i ÞPð‘s j‘i Þlog2 Pð‘s j‘i Þ −
‘s ,‘i
p

p

−p

−p

∫ dfi ∫ dfs Pðfi ÞPðfs jfi Þlog2

 Pðfs jfi Þ ≥ log2 ð2pÞ

ð6Þ

Using the data presented in Fig. 2, A and B, we
obtained values of 1.548 T 0.017 and 0.887 T
0.018 for Hinf ð‘s Þ þ Hinf ðfs Þ, without and with
background subtraction, respectively. Both of these
values are significantly below the EPR limit of
2.651.
The results confirm that the EPR conclusion,
namely that quantum mechanics is incomplete
or nonlocal, applies not only to position and
momentum but also to angular position and
angular momentum. Unlike demonstrations of
Bell-type inequalities, which are restricted to
discrete state spaces, EPR correlations simultaneously span an extended range of orbital angular
momentum states and the continuous state space
of angular position. The demonstration of angular
EPR correlations establishes that angular position
and angular momentum are suitable variables for
applications in quantum information processing,
notably in protocols for quantum key distribution
(40).
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MESSENGER Observations of Extreme
Loading and Unloading of Mercury’s
Magnetic Tail
James A. Slavin,1* Brian J. Anderson,2 Daniel N. Baker,3,4 Mehdi Benna,5,6 Scott A. Boardsen,1,6
George Gloeckler,7,8 Robert E. Gold,2 George C. Ho,2 Haje Korth,2 Stamatios M. Krimigis,2,9
Ralph L. McNutt Jr.,2 Larry R. Nittler,10 Jim M. Raines,7 Menelaos Sarantos,1,6 David Schriver,11
Sean C. Solomon,10 Richard D. Starr,12 Pavel M. Trávníček,11,13 Thomas H. Zurbuchen7
During MESSENGER’s third flyby of Mercury, the magnetic field in the planet’s magnetic tail increased
by factors of 2 to 3.5 over intervals of 2 to 3 minutes. Magnetospheric substorms at Earth are
powered by similar tail loading, but the amplitude is lower by a factor of ~10 and typical durations
are ~1 hour. The extreme tail loading observed at Mercury implies that the relative intensity of
substorms must be much larger than at Earth. The correspondence between the duration of tail field
enhancements and the characteristic time for the Dungey cycle, which describes plasma circulation
through Mercury’s magnetosphere, suggests that such circulation determines the substorm time scale.
A key aspect of tail unloading during terrestrial substorms is the acceleration of energetic charged
particles, but no acceleration signatures were seen during the MESSENGER flyby.
agnetospheric substorms are space
weather disturbances powered by the
rapid release of magnetic energy stored
in the lobes of planetary magnetic tails (1). The
loading and unloading of Earth’s tail occurs on
time scales of ~1 hour and is closely correlated
with a southward component of the interplanetary
magnetic field (IMF) (i.e., opposite to the planetary
magnetic field at the nose of the magnetosphere), a
geometry that transports magnetic flux into the tail
via magnetic reconnection between the IMF and
the dayside geomagnetic field (2). During a
substorm, the accumulated magnetic energy is
unloaded through reconnection of the oppositely
directed magnetic fields in the tail lobes, resulting
in the ejection of plasmoids, high-speed sunward
and antisunward jetting of hot plasma, acceleration and injection of charged particles into the
inner magnetosphere, and field-aligned currents
flowing between the tail and the high-latitude
atmosphere where aurorae are produced (3). Here,

M

we report observations by the MErcury Surface,
Space ENvironment, GEochemistry, and Ranging (MESSENGER) spacecraft of substorm-like
magnetic tail-loading events at Mercury.
This circulation of plasma, magnetic flux, and
energy from the dayside X-line at the terrestrial
magnetopause to the nightside X-line in the crosstail current layer and, later, back to the dayside
magnetosphere constitutes the Dungey cycle (4),
whose energy is drawn from the solar wind. The
large magnetic field component normal to the
magnetopause measured during the second
MESSENGER flyby of Mercury, when the IMF
was southward, implied a cross-magnetosphere
electric potential of ~30 kV or a mean dawn-todusk electric field of ~2 mV/m (5). This electric
field implies a Dungey cycle time (i.e., time to
drift in response to the dawn-to-dusk magnetospheric electric field from local noon to midnight in
the polar cap, or from the northern boundary of the
tail down to the cross-tail current sheet) at Mercury
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of ~2 min. The ~1-hour Dungey cycle time at Earth
is believed to be the underlying reason for the ~1- to
3-hour duration of terrestrial substorms (1, 4).
MESSENGER’s third flyby of Mercury occurred on 29 September 2009. The IMF immediately preceding the flyby of Mercury had a
variable north-south orientation and a magnitude
of ~28 nT, ~50% stronger than for the previous
encounters. Like the other MESSENGER flybys,
the M3 trajectory was near equatorial, and the
spacecraft entered the magnetosphere through the
downstream dusk magnetosheath and exited just
forward of the dawn terminator (Fig. 1). The inbound bow shock (BS) and (average) magnetopause (MP) crossing times were 20:56:06 and
21:27:45 UTC, respectively. The MESSENGER
spacecraft autonomously terminated science observations and entered a “safe hold” at 21:48:37
UTC, so no outbound boundary crossings were
measured. A fit to the MESSENGER and Mariner
10 averaged boundary crossings using methods
and functional forms recently applied to Mercury
(6–9) yielded mean subsolar bow shock and
magnetopause planetocentric distances of 1.7 and
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